
We believe in corporate sustainable responsibility from a 360 
degree angle. We value fair working conditions, local
production, equal rights and transparency as well as
environmental sustainability. Our dedication for a more 
ethical production is constantly growing.

Our ethical production is certified with the worldwide 
accepted certificate SEDEX (Supplier Ethical Data Exchange) 
and it is regularly audited by SEDEX agencies to maintain 
ethical standards.

We have built solar panels to decrease our contribution to air 
pollution and greenhouse gases. We have reduced our carbon 
emissions by 276.83 ton per year by using them. 

We have ISO 14001 Certificate, which means that our 
environmental management system is in accordance with the 
International standards. 

We are taking action for our wastewater as well. We filter the 
wastewater that is accumulated after the washing process in 
our sedimentation pond. After the wastewater is resolved 
from the toxic materials, we release it to nature as clean 
water.
 
Fair working conditions are another focal point in GNT. We 
strongly support Fashion Revolution’s efforts of bringing 
transparency and better work conditions for everyone in the 
industry.

“We made a promise to nurture the earth, instead of 
harming it. In every step of our supply chain, we 

prioritise this promise. Our investment to research and 
development constantly improves our production 

methods, in order to be more Earth-Friendly each time. 
As the Earth is a part of us, and we are a part of the Earth.”

Unit Number of Employees

Cutting 25

Sewing 110

Washing and Drying 15

Ironing and Packaging 45

Sampling and Pattern Making 25

Flat Knitting 15

Embroidery 35

Administration 50

PRODUCTION UNITS AND NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

T-Shirt Sweatshirt Polo Shirt Shirt Sweatpants Jacket

PRODUCT RANGE

HISTORY
Having commenced its operations in producing ready-to-wear garments made 
of knitted fabrics in 1998 in İzmir, GNT Textile is still actively manufacturing 
with the annual capacity of 1.000.000 units at its 13.000m2 facility with 320 
employees. It is continuing its investments and growth with an experienced and 
visionary staff without losing the excitement of its first years. Moreover, it 
advances its marketing activities with Ganet S.r.l. which was established in 
2016 in Italy.

GNT Textile establishes permanent and strong relations with its customers by 
primarily focusing on customer satisfaction and embracing a sense of quality 
both in its production and services at all stages.

PRODUCT SAFETY AND QUALITY MANAGEMENT
GNT Textile manufactures its products with the fabrics procured from 
OEKO-TEX® certified companies and applies shrinkage, dimensional stability, 
spirality and color fastness tests on fabrics with a team of experts in its own 
laboratories. In addition, it can also have the chemical substance tests (formal-
dehyde, phtalates, allergic substances etc.) carried out at international and 
unbiased laboratories in accordance with the demands of its customers.

A multi-layered control system is applied during production. All stages of 
production; cutting, sewing, embroidery, flat knitting, washing, ironing and 
packaging are supervised meticulously by the control team of the related units. 
Finally, our quality assurance department working independently from all other 
units carries out the final controls in accordance with international standards 
and gives approval for shipment.

GNT TEKSTIL BILISIM SAN VE TIC AS 
Tınaztepe Mevkii, Ada Tepe Mahallesi 2/20 Sokak
No.29 Begos 3.Bolge 35390 Buca Izmir - TURKEY
Tel./Fax. 0090 232 4795010 pbx /0090 232 4786599
www.gnt.com.tr - info@gnt.com.tr

FACTORY
GANET SRL 
Via Fratelli Cavanis, 14 30174 Chirignago 
Venice - ITALY
Tel. +39 0418779575 / Mobile: +39 3703366436
cagla@ganetsrl.it

EUROPE OFFICE

Green Manufacturing 

CERTIFICATES

ISO 9001:2015
Quality Management

ISO 45001
Health and Safety

Management

ISO 14001
Environmental
Management

SEDEX ISO/IEC 27001:2013
Data Security
Management

45001


